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- The sensor may absorb moisture while in transit and turn pink. To ensure the product remains in perfect 
working order, please leave it on a hanger to dry in the sun or otherwise dry it out before use. (It still has a 
moisture-absorbing effect even if used without doing anything first)
- When the sensor turns pink in color, remove the X-ray protective clothing and allow the product to dry until 
the sensor changes to blue.
- Place the X-ray protective clothing as close to the product as possible. It absorbs moisture effectively.

■For Effective Use:

Fig. (1)    Hang ProteClean on the hanger

Fig. (2)    Lay X-ray protective clothing over the 
ProteClean. Reposition the protective 
clothing to ensure it fully fits

Fig. (3) Moisture absorption sensor
When the blue-colored moisture-absorption 
sensor turns pink, please allow it to dry in a 
well ventilated place.

* Sample image shown is for reference only.
* Hanger not included.
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● This product is not a medical device.
● Sterilization using EOG or high-pressure steam is not possible.
● Never use in a microwave oven.
● The product is not washable. If soiled, wipe with a damp cloth.
● Do not tear open the mats containing silica gel, but dispose of them as unburnable trash.

Important Points Regarding Use

Blue Pink

ProteClean quickly absorbs and deodorizes sweat and dampness left on the inside of the protective 
clothing after being worn, thanks to the moisture-absorbing power of silica gel. This product was 
designed and developed to make it as easy and comfortable as possible for busy medical professionals 
to always wear X-ray protective clothing with comfort and security that can simply be kept on a hanger.

[ Ideas Behind the Development ]

[Specifications]
Registered product name: 
MediCore ProteClean
Size: 60x37x4cm (when hung)
 Mat: 0.7cm thick
Cover fabric: 100% polyester
Contains: 100% silica gel
Made in Japan


